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a b s t r a c t 

The liquid-assisted transfer printing is emerging as a competitive manufacturing technique in the deliv- 

ery and assembly of thin film-layered functional materials and structures. In essence, this technique is 

underpinned by the detachment of thin films under a synergistic effect of external mechanical loading 

and interior chemical reaction at interfaces in a liquid environment. Here, we have developed a compre- 

hensive chemomechanics theory for the transfer printing of thin films from as-fabricated SiO 2 /Si wafer 

substrate in a liquid water environment. The kinetic chemical reaction at the interface of liquid molecules 

and interfacial solid bonds is incorporated into the interface energy release rate of thin film detachment, 

and a rate dependent interfacial debonding process is obtained. We further couple it with mechanical de- 

formation of thin films by taking into account various peeling conditions including peeling rate, peeling 

angle and thin film thickness to theoretically predicate the steady-state peeling force. Besides, we imple- 

ment this chemomechanics theory into a finite element model with all atomic information informed and 

present a reactive atomistic-continuum multiscale model to simulate the detachment of thin films at the 

continuum scale. In parallel, we have conducted the peeling experiments of three different separation 

layers on wafer substrates in both dry air and water conditions. Quantitative comparisons among the- 

oretical predictions, simulation results, and experimental measurements are performed and good agree- 

ment is obtained. The competition between interfacial delamination and mechanical deformation of thin 

films during peeling is also analyzed, and a theoretical phase diagram is given to provide an immedi- 

ate guidance for transfer printing of silicon nanomembranes in the fabrication of functional structures 

and electronic devices. In addition, the capillary force due to surface wettability of materials is discussed 

and compared with chemical reaction-induced driving force for transfer printing on a wide range of thin 

film/substrate systems. The chemomechanics theory and reactive atomistic-continuum simulation model 

established are expected to lay a foundation for quantitative understanding and descriptions of transfer 

printing of thin films in a liquid environment. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

Transfer printing is a technique of assembling layered structures

nd devices down to the nanoscale by picking up a thin film pro-

essed on a donor substrate prior and releasing it onto a target

eceiver substrate, usually with the help of a soft stamp. The emer-

ence of this manufacturing technique creates a wide range of ap-

lication opportunities through its ability to separate requirements
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ssociated with donor and receiver substrates and to enable het-

rogeneous integration of dissimilar materials into well-organized

ayered functional structures ( Carlson et al., 2012 ), in particular, in

he fabrication of large-area, flexible and thin film electronic de-

ices ( Fan et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2010; Nam et al., 2009; Yoon

t al., 2015 ). 

Conventional transfer printing processes that control the

palling and enable the physical separation of material or de-

ice layers from their as-grown/deposited donor substrate rely

trongly on an externally applied mechanical loading condition.

or example, the kinetically-controlled transfer printing is used to

eliver the thin films ( Chen et al., 2013; Meitl et al., 2005 ). The
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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success of this loading condition is closely associated with the

retracting speed of the soft stamp at contact and depends on its

viscoelasticity. Similar to this controlling mechanism, the shear

loading that can control the initiation of cracks at the edges of

contact area is also utilized in transfer printing, referred to as

the shear-enhanced transfer printing ( Carlson et al., 2011; Cheng

et al., 2012 ). During these transfer printing processes, a large

mechanical force is often required to physically separate the ad-

hesive systems, and it may lead to unrecoverable and/or potential

damage to functional thin films, in particular, fragile thin films.

To improve the yield of transfer printing, several environmentally

assisted methods have been proposed such as thermal-assisted

mechanical peeling ( Xu et al., 2016 ), the lifting-off or undercutting

by chemical etching ( Mahenderkar et al., 2017 ), electrochemical

delamination ( Bae et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Regan et al., 2010 ),

and ultrasonication-induced microbubbles ( Ma et al., 2015 ). For

example, chemical-etching-assisted transfer printing, commonly

referred to wet etching, has been developed ( Yoon et al., 2010 ).

Its working mechanism is to physically release thin films by

chemically etching a thin interfacial sacrificial layer and thus

reducing the interfacial adhesion. This chemical etching approach

has been widely used for deterministic assembly of multilayered

structures and large-area flexible electronics ( Hwang et al., 2014 ).

In particular, it proves to be powerful in the transfer printing of

graphene-grown on metal substrates (e.g. Fe, Ni, and Cu), where

the entire seed metal needs to be completely etched away ( Bae

et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Regan et al., 2010 ). However, this chem-

ical etching process requires a long period immersion of the entire

devices in the etchant solution, especially for transfer of large-scale

thin films, which is a great challenge for the embedded electronic

components that need to be properly protected from degradation

or/and damage ( Pirkle et al., 2011; Suk et al., 2011 ) and contam-

inations ( Mahenderkar et al., 2017 ). Besides, the chemical-etching

cannot be well controlled and heavily relies on trial-and-error

methods with a low yield in practice, and either the over-etching

that will lead to floating of thin films (sometimes accompanied

with subsequent collapse) or under-etching that will require a

large mechanical force is considered the fail of transfer printing

process. More importantly, the uses of chemicals such as hydrogen

fluoride (HF), hydrochloric acid (HCI), and nitric acid (HNO 3 ) which

are very harmful to human health and environments require to

be operated in a great care with strict safety trainings in advance.

In addition, the fabrication wafer is often consumed and cannot

be recycled. Recently, we have demonstrated a proof of concept

of water-assisted transfer printing process and it involves a very

simple mechanical peeling of a metallic separation layer (i.e., Ni)

in a water environment ( Wie et al., 2018 ). Our demonstration

shows that the thin-film nanoelectronics could be easily peeled off

from the fabrication SiO 2 /Si wafer in a defect-free manner. Similar

technique has been used to create a wafer-size flexible devices

by peeling single-crystal gold from SiO 2 /Si substrate in a liquid

environment ( Mahenderkar et al., 2017 ). Because only liquid water

is needed, this transfer printing is considered to be green and will

have a significant impact in manufacturing. 

In fundamental science, transfer printing is a peeling process

with competing crack paths along the interface between either

stamp and film or film and substrate. Several peeling and adhesion

models have been developed over the past decades by considering

elasticity of films ( Peng and Chen, 2015 ), viscoelastic materials

( Afferrante and Carbone, 2016; Peng et al., 2014 ), interfacial

friction/sliding ( Begley et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2008 ), heteroge-

neous structures ( Xia et al., 2013 ) and micro-adhesive structures

( Qian et al., 2017 ), and are expected to provide a quantitative

guidance for applications to transfer printing in dry conditions

( Chen et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2015 ). However, for the transfer

printing in a liquid environment, the detachment of thin films
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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nvolves a synergistic effect of external mechanical loading and

nterior chemical reaction at the interfaces, and most of the exist-

ng chemomechanics work that is primarily focused on the crack

rowth in bulk materials, such as the li-ion battery and glass ma-

erials, is limited for this application purpose. For example, in the

tudy of li-ion battery, the coupling of diffusion field of chemical

pecies with mechanical field inside elastic solids is emphasized

o obtain a modified J-integral and energy release rate ( Gao and

hou, 2013; Xu and Zhao, 2018; Zhang et al., 2017a ). In the study

f glass materials, the kinetics of silica dissolution is investigated

o derive the crack growth velocity in the bulk glass ( Vlassak et al.,

005 ). In particular, these coupling strategies cannot be applied

o our proposed new concept of liquid-assisted transfer printing

f thin films ( Wie et al., 2018 ), where the hypothesis is that

hemical reaction mainly occurs at the interface between liquid

olecules and interfacial solid bonds and there is no chemical

iffusion and reaction inside solid materials of both film and

ubstrate. In addition, although there are a few works concerning

he environment-assisted thin film debonding at the interface,

hey focused on either computational or experimental study, for

xample, DFT calculations in the investigation of moisture-induced

nterface fracture ( Vijayashankar et al., 2011 ), and experimental

haracterization on the dependence of interface debonding rate on

oisture ( Kook and Dauskardt, 2002 ), and the underlying funda-

ental mechanics theory is lacking. Therefore, a comprehensive

heoretical model that could couple the kinetic chemical reaction

t interfaces and mechanical deformation of thin films is highly

eeded. 

In the present study, we establish a comprehensive chemome-

hanics theory of functional thin film detachment from the most

opular ceramic/dielectric donor substrate (e.g. silicon on insulator

SOI) wafer) in a liquid water environment with the help of separa-

ion layer. We also develop an atomistic-continuum computational

odel by implementing the information completely informed

rom atomistic reactive simulations into finite element model for

redicting macro-fracturing phenomena parallel with experimental

alidations. The details of theoretical development of chemome-

hanics theory are presented in Section 2 . Kinetic chemical reac-

ion theory is proposed to obtain the rate dependent interfacial en-

rgy release rate and is also incorporated into the interface fracture

rocess of thin film and substrate. The mechanical deformation

f thin film is described by the elastic-plastic model and coupled

ith the chemical reaction-controlled interface fracture to predict

he peeling force at the steady-state peeling process. In Section 3 ,

n atomistic-continuum modeling framework is developed and

mplemented into the finite element model to simulate and pre-

ict the entire liquid-assisted peeling process. Reactive molecular

ynamics (MD) simulations are first performed to extract atom-

stic chemical reaction associated with interfacial debonding and

alidate the theoretical model. These MD information is then im-

lemented into finite element (FE) model via interfacial cohesive

one model (CZM) to establish an atomistic-continuum computa-

ional model to address the macro-fracturing process of interface

n the transfer printing. Experimental setups and procedures are

lso presented in Section 3 . Theoretical predictions, simulation

nalyses, and experimental results are discussed and compared

n Section 4 . In Section 5 , the practical application of theoretical

odels to transfer printing of silicon nanomembranes is analyzed

y taking into account the competition between the deformation-

nduced failure strain of functional thin films and the interfacial

elamination. Phase diagrams toward the successful transfer print-

ng are given and compared with those in dry air conditions. Ex-

ended discussion on the effect of surface wettability on interfacial

elamination and its competition with chemical reaction-induced

riving force for applications in different film/substrate systems are

iscussed in Section 6 . Concluding remarks are given in Section 7 . 
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 1. Peeling mechanics model for the transfer of a functional film in a liquid environment and energy landscape. (a) Schematic illustration of peeling a functional film from 

a substrate with a separation layer between them (left) and of atomistic debonding at interface between separation layer and substrate (right) in a liquid environment. (b) 

Energy diagram for interfacial bond rupture and healing by chemical reaction without (left) and with (right) mechanical loading. The chemical reaction follows A + nX ↔ C ↔ B. 

G is external mechanical energy, γ is surface energy per unit area and N is the number of interfacial bond per unit area. � E ∗0 and 
← 
E 0 

∗
are the energy barrier for interfacial 

bonding rupture and healing with respect to a transition state without mechanical loading, respectively; � E ∗ and 
← 
E 0 

∗
are the energy barrier for interfacial bonding rupture 

and healing with mechanical loading, respectively and G > γ . 
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. Chemomechaics model development 

In essence, the transfer printing process can be simplified to a

eeling mechanics model. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the concept of peel-

ng a functional thin film grown or processed on a substrate in

 liquid environment. During the peeling process, the interfacial

racture initiates and propagates between the separation layer and

ubstrate under the combined effort s of the applied peeling load

nd chemical reaction, and in the following analysis, only the sep-

ration layer on substrate will be considered, otherwise stated. In

he chemical reaction theory, the liquid environmentally assisted

nterface fracture can be considered a stress enhanced chemical re-

ction between highly strained interfacial bonding at the interface

racture tip and reactive species in the environment, as shown in

he right schematic of atomistic illustration in Fig. 1 (a). During the

eeling process, the applied mechanical loading will stretch the in-

erfacial bonds near the debond-tip, and the adsorption of liquid

olecules will weaken these interfacial bonds. The combined ac-

ion of applied load and corrosive effect of chemisorbed species

auses these bonds to rupture at a certain rate, which leads to

he interface crack propagation ( Kook and Dauskardt, 2002; Vlas-

ak et al., 2005 ). 

Consider the interfacial fracture process as a sequence of atom-

stic bond ruptures associated with the general chemical reaction

ia 

 + nX ↔ C ↔ B (1)

here A represents an unbroken interfacial bond, X is the reac-

ive liquid molecules from the liquid environment, C represents

he activated transition complex and B represents the final reac-

ion products, i.e., the resultant broken bonds terminated with the

ppropriate functional groups. The change of Gibbs free energy as-

ociated with the forward reaction in Eq. (1) per unit of crack area

s 

 0 = ( μB − μA − n μX ) N (2) 
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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here μ is the chemical potential of reactants and reaction prod-

cts of A, X , and B , and N is the number of interfacial bonds per

nit area. Because the forward chemical reaction in Eq. (1) leads to

he creation of a new surface, we have 

 0 = γ (3) 

here γ is the total surface energy per unit area from the new

ractured surface. In general, the creation of this new surface area

equires an external energy, and thus γ is positive, suggesting a

igher energy associated with the reaction products than that of

he reactants. The chemical reaction in Eq. (1) is a dynamic and re-

ersible process. The forward reaction leads to bond breaking and

s responsible for the crack growth; the reverse reaction leads to

ond formation and is responsible for the crack healing. The in-

erfacial crack propagation velocity can be determined by such the

orward and reverse kinetics of the chemical reaction at the crack

ip ( Cook and Liniger, 1993; Lawn, 1975; Wiederhorn et al., 1980 ).

onsider the bond rupture governed by Maxwell-Boltzmann statis-

ics ( Lawn, 1975 ), the rate of bond breaking can be determined by

�
  = 

kT 

h 

exp 

(
−

�
 E ∗0 

kT 

)
(4) 

here � E ∗0 is the activation energy for bond breaking, k is Boltz-

ann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and h is Planck’s

onstant. Similarly, the rate of bonding healing in the reverse reac-

ion can be written as 

← 

 = 

kT 

h 

exp 

( 

−
← 

E 0 
∗

kT 

) 

= 

kT 

h 

exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − γ /N 

kT 

)
(5) 

here 
← 

E 0 
∗

is the activation energy for bond healing. Therefore, the

et rate of the kinetic chemical reaction is 

 = 

�
 ω − ← 

ω = 

kT 

h 

[
exp 

(
−

�
 E ∗0 

kT 

)
− exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − γ

N 

kT 

)]
(6) 
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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When there is no external applied mechanical loading, the en-

ergy barrier of the reverse reaction is lower than that of the for-

ward reaction, and the rate of the reverse reaction is higher than

the forward reaction. As a consequence, the net chemical reaction

would lead to the crack healing, rather than crack growth. In con-

trast, when an external mechanical load is applied, the interfacial

bonding is being stretched, and the resultant energy release rate,

G , provides a driving force for the occurrence of forward reaction

meanwhile suppressing the reverse reaction. Based on Lawn’s kink

model ( Lawn, 1975 ), the imposition of the mechanical energy re-

lease rate will lead to changes of the energy barriers to bond rup-

ture and healing, and the activation energy for bond breaking is

�
 E ∗ = 

�
 E ∗0 −

G 

2 N 

(7)

where G / N is the amount of mechanical energy available per bond.

Similarly, the activation energy for bond healing is 

← 

E 
∗

= 

← 

E 0 
∗
+ 

G 

2 N 

(8)

Therefore, when an external mechanical loading is applied, the

net rate of the chemical reaction becomes 

ω = 

kT 

h 

[
exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − G 

2 N 

kT 

)
− exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − γ

N 
+ 

G 
2 N 

kT 

)]
(9)

Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the variation of energy in both forward and

reverse reactions. Specifically, when the mechanical energy release

rate G is smaller than γ (i.e. G 0 ), the energy barrier of the for-

ward reaction 

�
 E ∗ is larger than that of the reverse reaction, 

← 

E 
∗
,

i.e. � E ∗ > 

← 

E 
∗

and the crack will not grow. In contrast, when G is

larger than γ (i.e. G 0 ), we will have � E ∗ < 

← 

E 
∗
, and the rate of the

forward reaction is larger than that of the reverse reaction, leading

to the propagation of interfacial crack. At G = γ (i.e. G 0 ), we will

have � E ∗ = 

← 

E 
∗
, and both forward and reverse reactions occur with

the same rate, which corresponds to a stationary interfacial crack

and γ is considered the threshold of driving energy for the crack

propagation. Therefore, the resultant crack growth rate v c can be

determined by 

v c = 

kT b 

h 

[
exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − G 

2 N 

kT 

)
− exp 

(
−
�
 E ∗0 − γ

N 
+ 

G 
2 N 

kT 

)]

= 2 

kT b 

h 

exp 

(
−E a 

∗

kT 

)
sinh 

(
G − γ

2 NkT 

)
(10)

where b is the bond length and 1/ b represents the number of

bonds per unit length along the interface, and E a 
∗ = 

�
 E ∗
0 
+ 

← 

E 0 

∗

2 . With

Eq. (10) , the interfacial energy release rate can be written as 

G ( v c ) = G 0 + 2 NkT sin h 

−1 

⎛ 

⎝ 

v c 

2 ( kT /h ) b e 

(
− E a 

∗
kT 

)
⎞ 

⎠ (11)

In Eq. (11) , the first term represents the intrinsic interfacial en-

ergy between film and substrate and equals to the change of Gibbs

free energy associated with the interface fracture. From Eq. (2) , ap-

parently, the presence of liquid molecules that will chemically re-

act with solid phase at the interface and will lead to a reduction

of interfacial energy release rate, promoting the interfacial delam-

ination. The second term describes the rate dependence of the in-

terfacial adhesion energy G . 

During the detachment of thin film, the applied peeling force

will also mechanically deform the thin film, and the resultant me-

chanical energy will compete with interfacial crack growth. Con-

sider the thin film with thickness t , it will experience elastic-

plastic bending deformation under an external peeling strength P
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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ith a loading angle α (see Appendix A , Fig. A1 (a)). The peeling

trength P is defined as the peeling force per unit width of film.

ccording to the balance of local force in the normal direction, the

quilibrium equation of force can be written as 

dT 

ds 
− KV = 0 (12)

here T is the tensile force per unit width along the film, V is the

hear force normal to the film, and s is the arc length along the

lm. K indicates the local curvature and K = d θ / ds , where θ is the

angential angle. In addition to the force balance equilibrium equa-

ion, we have a moment-balance equilibrium condition and it is 

dM 

ds 
+ V = 0 (13)

here M is the local bending moment per unit width. Eqs. (12) and

13) lead to 

dT 

ds 
+ K 

dM 

ds 
= 0 (14)

hat is, 

 + KM −
∫ 

MdK = constant (15)

Substituting the global force equilibrium equation

 = Pcos ( α − θ ) into Eq. (15) , we will have 

 cos ( α − θ ) + KM −
∫ 

MdK = constant (16)

Because every point in the peeled film needs to satisfy this

quilibrium condition, the bending moment-curvature relation for

ll sections of film can be derived (see Appendix A ). Apply these

elations into Eq. (16) , we will have the equilibrium equation of

echanical deformation for the entire thin film, and it is 

 − P cos ( α − θB ) + 

( K max Et − 4 σy ) 
2 Et 

24 

− K max 
2 E t 3 

24 

− σy K max t 
2 

6 

+ 

4 σy 
2 t 

3 E 
− 8 σy 

3 

3 E 2 K max 
= 0 (17)

here K max is the maximum curvature in the thin film and θB =
2 K max E 

2 t 
3 σy 

2 ( Kinloch et al., 1994 ). And E and σ y are the Young’s mod-

lus and yield stress of the thin film, respectively. Eq. (17) gives

he relation between the applied peeling strength and the maxi-

um curvature in the thin film. 

During the peeling process at the steady state, the energy con-

ervation needs to be satisfied and the work done by the applied

orce ( W P ) must balance the changes of the interface adhesion en-

rgy ( W ad ) and the energy dissipated in the deformation of thin

lm ( W d ), which is 

 P = W ad + W d (18)

For the thin film to be peeled with an incremental length dl

nder the steady-state condition, the work done by the peeling

trength is W P = P (1 − cos α) b w 

dl and the change of the interfacial

dhesion energy is W ad = Gb w 

dl , where b w 

is the width of thin film

nd G is the interfacial energy release rate that is given in Eq. (11) .

he dissipation energy is associated with the plastic bending de-

ormation of film, and is W d = Qb w 

dl , where Q is the plastic work

er unit area. Consider the steady-state peeling process, the inter-

al plastic work of the thin film can be obtained via Q = ∫ l M ( K ) dK ,

nd is assumed to be rate independent under low peeling rate

 Kim and Aravas, 1988 ). With the bending moment-curvature re-

ations for all sections of thin film (see Appendix A ), the plastic

ork in the peeled thin films can be obtained as 
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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o  
 = 

σy t 
2 K max 

2 

− 5 σy 
2 t 

2 E 
+ 

10 σy 
3 

3 E 2 K max 
(19) 

With these energy analysis, we will have 

 ( 1 − cosα) = G + Q (20)

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (19) into Eq. (20) will yield 

 ( 1 − cosα) = G 0 + 2 NkT sin h 

−1 

⎛ 

⎝ 

v p / (1 − cos α) 

2 ( kT /h ) b e 

(
− E a 

∗
kT 

)
⎞ 

⎠ 

+ 

σy t 
2 K max 

2 

− 5 σy 
2 t 

2 E 
+ 

10 σy 
3 

3 E 2 K max 
(21) 

here v p is the rate of peeling front propagation (i.e. velocity

t the peeling front) and it can be correlated with the debond-

ng tip propagation rate v c (i.e. extension of interfacial crack per

nit time) via v p = v c (1 − cos α) ( Zhao and Wei, 2008 ). The K max can

e calculated by substituting the expression of P in Eq. (21) into

q. (17) . We should note that when the kinetic chemical reac-

ion of liquid and interfacial solid bonds at interface is neglected,

nd the interface energy release rate remains a constant value

 , the energy Eq. (21) will reduce to P ( 1 − cosα) = G + 

σy t 
2 K max 

2 −
5 σy 

2 t 
2 E + 

10 σy 
3 

3 E 2 K max 
, which agrees with our previous work ( Wie et al.,

018 ). And when the plastic deformation of the thin films is

lso neglected, the energy Eq. (21) will reduce to the classical

endall model and P (1 − cos α) = G ( Kendall, 1975 ), where G = G 0 +
 NkT sin h −1 ( 

v p / (1 −cos α) 

2( kT /h ) b e 
( − E a 

∗
kT 

) 
) . 

Further combination of mechanical deformation via Eq. (17) and

nergy conservation via Eq. (21) will lead to 

 ̄

2 ( ̄α − 1 ) ( 5 ̄α − 4 ) − P̄ 
[
3 ( 5 ̄α − 4 ) ̄t − ( 9 ̄α − 8 ) ( 1 + f ( ̄v ) ) − cosα

]
+ 4 

(
3 ̄t 2 − 3 ̄t ( 1 + f ( ̄v ) ) + ( 1 + f ( ̄v ) ) 2 

)
= 0 (22) 

here P̄ = P/ G 0 , ᾱ = 1 − cos ( α − θB ) , f ( ̄v ) =
2 NkT 

G 0 
sin h −1 ( v̄ / (1 −cosα) 

2 e 
( − E a 

∗
kT 

) 
) , v̄ = v p / ( kT b/h ) and t̄ = t/ ( 6 E G 0 / σy ) .

ith Eq. (22) , we can in theory predict the peeling strength P

t the steady state by considering both chemical reaction and

echanical deformation-induced interfacial delamination. 

. Computations and experiments 

.1. Reactive molecular dynamics simulations 

Reactive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were first per-

ormed to investigate the interface atomistic debonding and they

lso allow to determine the associated interface cohesive proper-

ies. To reproduce the atomic debonding and related chemical re-

ctions, ReaxFF reactive force field was employed ( Van Duin et al.,

001 ). This potential function could provide a reactive force field

y using the bond-order term in conjunction with a charge equi-

ibration scheme. The formation and dissociation of the atomic

onding could be recognized by atomic distances as well as the

harge variations of the atoms. Our simulation modeling included

wo layers of materials, metal thin film with face-centered cubic

FCC) crystal structures in contact with a substrate. The most pop-

lar metal nickel (Ni) was studied as an example, and the substrate

as taken as SiO 2 which is the top material layer of as-employed

ilicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer in standard micro/nanofabrication.

heir thicknesses were 4.5 nm and 5.2 nm, respectively. Simulations

n both dry and liquid conditions were performed. In dry condition,

he metal film layer and SiO 2 substrate layer were placed near each

ther in z-direction to generate an initial contact. To mimic the

iquid water environment, the hydroxyl groups (OH) and hydrogen

toms (H) were added to the interface between the Ni metal film
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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nd SiO 2 substrate ( Lee et al., 2013 ). The most popular force field

arameters were employed ( Fogarty et al., 2010; Mueller et al.,

010; Van Duin et al., 2001 ). A periodic boundary condition was

pplied in in-plane ( x - y ) directions. All the simulations were car-

ied out using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel

imulator (LAMMPS) package ( Plimpton, 1995 ). 

The reactive MD simulation procedure consisted of two steps:

he system was first equilibrated in the isobaric-isothermal ensem-

le (NPT) for 25 ps with a constant temperature of 300 K and a

ressure of 1 bar so as to achieve the initial physical state of the

aterials system. During the equilibration process, for the system

n dry condition, the interfacial bond between surface nickel atoms

n metal film and surface oxygen atoms in SiO 2 substrate was

pontaneously formed; for the system in liquid water condition,

he hydroxyl (OH) groups at the interface formed bond with the

urface Ni atoms in the film and the hydrogen (H) atoms bonded

ith the surface oxygen (O) atoms in SiO 2 substrate, which agrees

ith both density functional theory calculations and reactive atom-

stic simulations ( Lee et al., 2013; Vijayashankar et al., 2011 ). Af-

er the equilibration, a quasi-static loading (otherwise stated) was

pplied to separate the interface. In this quasi-static loading, a

isplacement increment of 0.01 Å was applied to the top bound-

ry atoms of Ni layer in the z-direction and the bottom bound-

ry atoms of the SiO 2 substrate were fixed, followed by a system-

tic relaxation for 0.1 ns that allows the system to reach a new

quilibrium state. This loading-relaxation cycle was repeated till

o the complete separation of interface. Canonical ensemble (NVT)

ith Nose/Hoover thermostat was employed to maintain the sys-

em temperature of 300 K. Note that in the study of separation

nder a dynamic loading, the separation displacement via a cer-

ain rate was applied to the z -direction. At each displacement in-

rement for both conditions of quasi-static and dynamic loading,

he potential energy of the new molecular topology E potential was

alculated (referred to the initial state). The interfacial stress was

alculated via σ = 

�E potential 

A �d 
, where σ was the interfacial stress,

 and �d were the interfacial area and the variation of displace-

ent, respectively. �E potential corresponded the variation of system

otential energy. The simulation step was set 0.25 fs so as to cap-

ure features of bonding formation and breaking and its dependent

uantities. 

Fig. 2 (a) shows the curve of potential energy per unit area –

isplacement from MD debonding simulations. The system energy

ncreases as the separation distance increases. When the metal

nd SiO 2 were completely separated, the system energy reached

he maximum which is the interfacial adhesion energy G , and

 = 0.77 J/m 

2 and G = 0.2 J/m 

2 at a quasi-static loading condition

n dry and liquid water conditions, respectively. Fig. 2 (b) plots the

urve of the interfacial stress-displacement. The interfacial stress

rst increases till to a peak value σ p and then decreases with the

ncreasing of the interfacial separation till to zero at the arrival

f the complete separation of Ni film from the SiO 2 layer with

 separation distance d c . The peak interfacial stress σ p = 0.9 GPa

nd σ p = 0.23 GPa in dry and liquid water conditions, respectively.

ig. 2 (c) gives the MD simulation snapshots of the debonding pro-

ess in both dry and water conditions. At the dry condition, the

ebonding occurred at the interfacial bond between metal and

iO 2 , yet with partial bond broken inside the metal near the inter-

ace, resulting in the metal residues of Ni atoms on SiO 2 surface,

hich agrees well with the experimental observations ( Lee et al.,

013 ). In contrast, at the water condition, the debonding occurred

t the interface without any atoms of metal residues on SiO 2 sur-

ace, indicating that the liquid-assisted transfer printing will help

chieve a clear substrate for reuse. 

When the metal/SiO 2 interfacial delamination occurs, from the-

retical analysis in Section 2 , the related bonding rupture process
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 2. Reactive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on the separation of interface in the nickel (Ni) thin film and SiO 2 substrate system in both water and dry conditions. 

(a) Variation of the system potential energy and (b) Interfacial traction stress with separation distance in both dry and water conditions. (c) MD simulation snapshots at 

different separation distances in both dry and water conditions. 
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in Eq. (1) becomes {
M − O − Si ↔ M + Si − O, in dry environment 
M − O − Si + H 2 O ↔ M − OH + Si − OH, in water environment 

(23)

where the metal M is the Ni. As a consequence, the corresponding

change of Gibbs free energy (equals to G 0 ) in Eq. (2) is {
G 0 = ( μM 

+ μSi −O − μM−O ) N, in dry environment 
G 0 = ( μM−OH + μSi −OH −μM−O − μH2 O ) N, in water environment 

(24)

where μM 

, μSi − O and μM − O are the chemical potential of the

metal, the oxygen-terminated Si surface, and the metal-oxygen

bond, respectively ( Lane, 2003 ). μM − OH and μSi − OH are the

chemical potential of the hydroxyl group-terminated metal and Si

surfaces, respectively. Therefore, according to Eq. (24) , we can in

theory obtain G 0 = 0.74J/m 

2 in dry condition and G 0 = 0.22J/m 

2 in

liquid water condition, and they both agree well with the maxi-

mum interfacial adhesion energy G obtained from MD simulations

at the quasi-static loadings (0.77 J/m 

2 and 0.2J /m 

2 , respectively)

in Fig. 2 (a), which validates reactive MD simulations. In addition,

the good agreement of interfacial adhesion energy G between MD

simulations and theoretical calculations indicates that the effect

of bulk deformation on interfacial debonding can be neglected,

which is also in consistency with residues of a few atoms in dry

condition or clear interface in liquid condition in Fig. 2 (c). When
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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he dynamic loading conditions change under different debonding

ate v c , similar simulations can also be conducted. The results are

iven in Appendix A , and the obtained interfacial adhesion energy

 represents the coupling of loading rate with the intrinsic energy

 0 (quasi-static loadings), as shown in Eq. (11) . 

.2. Computational implementation to finite element (FE) model for 

ultiscale simulations 

In the continuum scale, the cohesive zone model (CZM) is com-

only used to model interfacial delamination and could also be

ntegrated with atomistic information. In this section, we will im-

lement the reactive MD simulations and theoretical results into

ZM and establish an atomistic information informed-finite ele-

ent modeling to study the peeling of thin film in a liquid en-

ironment ( Kook and Dauskardt, 2002 ). Fig. 3 (a) illustrates the co-

esive zone at the fracture tip, where σ is the interface adhesive

raction and δ is the interface separation. When the interface en-

rgy release rate reaches the critical energy release rate of inter-

ace, the interfacial traction drops to zero, leading to a complete

eparation. 	c is the critical energy release rate and can be deter-

ined by the area under the curve of traction-separation relation

ia 

c = 

∫ δc 

0 

σ ( δ) d δ = σ0 δc 

∫ 1 

0 

χ( λ) d λ (25)

here σ 0 is the maximum interface cohesive strength, and δc 

s critical crack tip separation. χ ( λ) specifies the shape of the
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 3. Cohesive zone model (CZM) for continuum-scale finite element analysis that could be integrated with reactive MD simulations. (a) Schematic illustration of the 

constitute traction – separation law of the cohesive zone model. 	c 
d and 	c 

l are the enclosed area of traction – separation curves and represent the fracture toughness in 

dry and liquid environment, respectively. (b) Trapezium shaped traction-separation relation that can fit MD simulation data well for nickel (Ni) material in both dry and 

water conditions. 
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Table 1 

Parameters of cohesive zone model (CZM) that are obtained from reactive 

MD simulations and used for FE analysis. 

Material Condition �c (J/m 

2 ) σ0 (GPa) δc (nm) λ1 , λ2 

Ni Dry 0.77 0.90 1.61 0.11, 0.17 

Ni Water 0.20 0.23 1.60 0.10, 0.16 

Cu Dry 0.82 0.96 1.61 0.11, 0.17 

Cu Water 0.36 0.42 1.60 0.10, 0.16 

Pd Dry 0.61 0.71 1.63 0.12, 0.18 

Pd Water 0.21 0.24 1.62 0.11, 0.17 

Table 2 

Rate dependent interfacial cohesive energy 	c of Ni film that 

are obtained from reactive MD simulations with different load- 

ing rates and used for FE analysis. Theoretical calculations 

( Eq. (11) ) are also given for comparison. 

Loading rate (m/s) �c (J/m 

2 ) (dry) �c (J/m 

2 ) (water) 

MD Theory MD Theory 

6.7 × 10 − 6 0.78 0.75 0.21 0.22 

1.7 × 10 − 4 1.03 0.96 0.27 0.25 

2.5 × 10 − 3 1.41 1.33 0.54 0.49 

W  

l  

M  
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m  
raction–separation function with χ = σ / σ 0 and λ= δ/ δc . From the

heoretical analysis in Section 2 , 	c equals the interface debonding

nergy per unit area ( G ) in Eq. (11) and can also be obtained from

eactive MD simulations, and we have 

c = G ( v c ) = G 0 + 2 NkT sin h 

−1 

⎛ 

⎝ 

v c 

2 ( kT /h ) b e 

(
− E a 

∗
kT 

)
⎞ 

⎠ (26)

With Eq. (26) , we can incorporate the effect of chemical reac-

ion on the interfacial fracture by inputting G ( v c ) into CZM. Besides,

his debonding energy varies with debonding rate v c , and thus this

btained continuum CZM is a rate dependence. Therefore, once the

nterfacial adhesion energy and the maximum interfacial stress are

btained from reactive MD simulations in Section 3.1 , they can be

ncorporated into CZM to study the interfacial delamination using

nite element (FE) model. In addition, from analysis in Section 2 ,

he interfacial energy release rate is reduced in a liquid environ-

ent compared with that in dry condition, and a smaller interface

racture toughness in liquid condition 	c 
l than that in dry condi-

ion 	c 
d can be obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). 

The curve of interfacial stress-displacement from reactive MD

imulations in both dry and water conditions in Fig. 2 (b) shows

hat it can be fitted very well using a trapezium shape, as shown in

ig. 3 (b). Besides, the trapezium shaped traction-separation law in

ZM has been widely used to model the relation between δ and

σ in elastic-plastic peeling problems ( Tvergaard and Hutchin-

on, 1993 ). We should note that the interface fracture process by

eeling a thin film is generally normal-separation dominant, and

he mixed-mode effects can be neglected ( Tvergaard and Hutchin-

on, 1993; Wei and Hutchinson, 1997 ). Moreover, the good agree-

ent between MD simulations and theoretical calculation on the

nterfacial adhesion energy G further indicates that the shear ef-

ect can be neglected. Therefore, in the present study, the trapez-

um shaped traction-separation CZM will be used to corporate

ith atomistic information obtained from reactive MD simulations.

s illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), χ(λ) = 

λ
λ1 

, at 0 < λ < λ1 ; χ ( λ) = 1,

t λ1 < λ < λ2 ; and χ(λ) = − 1 
1 −λ2 

λ + 

1 
1 −λ2 

, at λ2 < λ < 1,

here λ1 and λ2 are the shape parameters. The fracture tough-

ess in Eq. (26) can be further rewritten as 	c = σ0 δc ∫ 1 0 χ(λ) dλ =
1 
2 σ0 δc ( 1 + λ2 − λ1 ) . These cohesive zone model parameters can be

etermined uniquely from the reactive MD simulations, detailed as

ollows: the fracture toughness is obtained via 	c = G , the max-

mum cohesive strength is obtained via σ 0 = σ P , and the critical

eparation is determined via δc = d c . The shape parameters λ1 and

2 satisfy the relation 1 + λ2 − λ1 = 

2 G 
σp δc 

, and they are determined

y fitting the atomistic simulation curves, as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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hen the metal thin film of Ni changes to copper (Cu) or pal-

adium (Pd), similar procedures will be used to perform reactive

D simulations and to determine parameters of CZM, as given in

ig. A2 . Table 1 summarizes these parameters that are determined

rom reactive MD simulations and will be input to FE models for

acroscale FE analysis. For other different loading rates, similar

rocedures are also used to perform reactive MD simulations, as

iven in Fig. A3 , and to determine rate dependent CZM parameters.

able 2 summarizes the rate dependent interfacial cohesive energy

hat is in good agreement with theoretical calculations based on

q. (11) and will be input in the FE analysis. 

In FE simulations, the metal thin film was modeled by elastic-

erfectly plasticity and the substrate SiO 2 was considered as an

lastic material. The elastic parameters for substrate were Young’s

odulus E = 170 GPa and Poisson ration ν = 0.3 and for Ni film,

 = 200 GPa, ν = 0.31, and yield stress σ y = 400 MPa ( Tanaka et al.,

010 ). In FE analysis, 2D plane strain model was employed to sim-

late the peeling experiments by using the ABAQUS/standard pack-

ge. The length of thin film was 1 cm and the thickness varied from

0 0 nm to 240 0 nm. The film and the substrate were meshed with

-node bi-linear plane strain elements. At least four layers of ele-

ents were used along the thickness in the thin film to well cap-

ure the through-thickness stress distribution and bending defor-

ation, which leads to 30,0 0 0 to 250,0 0 0 elements depending on
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of peeling experiments on the nickel (Ni) film-SiO 2 substrate and finite element analysis (FEA) in dry and water conditions. (a) Experimental measurement 

and FEA of peeling strength - displacement responses of nickel (Ni) thin film from SiO 2 substrate in dry and water conditions. (b) Principal strain distributions of FEA in the 

thin film near the debond tip during peeling process in water and dry conditions. 
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film thickness. Mesh refinement with a high density was set near

the interface of the metal layer, and mesh convergence was studied

to confirm the discretization of model sufficiently enough for ex-

tracting converged steady-state peeling force. A displacement load-

ing was applied to one end of the thin film when peeled from the

bottom fixed substrate at a given peeling angle ( α). 

3.3. Experiments 

The peeling process was performed in a custom-modified me-

chanical peeling apparatus equipped with a high-resolution force

gauge (Mark-10; resolution, ±0.25%) ( Wie et al., 2018 ). A thin layer

of metal film with thickness ranging from 300 nm to 2400 nm was

prepared on a SOI wafer by using an e-beam evaporation (for thin

film) or electroplating (for thick film). Three different metal film

materials nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and palladium (Pd) were inves-

tigated. The prepared specimen was firmly attached on a plastic

Petri dish with a double-sided tape (Kapton), and then laminated

by a commercial adhesive tape (3 M) across the top surface. The

Petri dish was mounted on the horizontal stage of the automatic

peeling apparatus. DI water was poured to the Petri dish to com-

pletely immerse the film/substrate system to mimic a liquid en-

vironment. A well-defined peeling angle with a displacement rate

was applied to the adhesive tape and to conduct the peeling ex-

periments. During the experiments, the peeling force and displace-

ment were recorded. For comparison, the peeling experiments with

the same settings in dry conditions without water in Petri dish

were also performed. 

4. Results 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the experimental measurement of peeling

strength-displacement curves for Ni thin film with thickness of

300 nm in both water and dry conditions at room temperature,

where the peeling strength is the measured peeling force per unit

width of film. The peeling angle was α = 90 ° and the peeling rate

was v p = 6.7 × 10 −6 m/s. The results show that the peeling strength

increases at the beginning until a peak value reaches to where the

interfacial debonding was initiated, and then gradually decreases

till to eventual arrival of a stable stage. Besides, the stable-stage

peeling strength is largely decreased in water condition ( ∼0.6 J/m 

2 )

in comparison with that in dry condition ( ∼2.4 J/m 

2 ), confirming

that the presence of water molecules decreases the interfacial ad-

hesion energy and promotes the interfacial debonding. In paral-

lel, we performed FE simulations in both dry and water condi-

tions, and also plot their peeling strength-displacement curves in
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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ig. 4 (a). Because all the materials parameters in FE models were

etermined from reactive MD simulations and are independent of

xperiments, the excellent agreement between FEA and experi-

ental measurements validates our atomistic-continuum FE mod-

ling, and FEA can also be used for practical predictions of the

ransfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment. Fig. 4 (b)

resents the strain distribution ( ε) in Ni thin film near the in-

erface debond tip. The results show that the maximum principal

train ( εmax ) of Ni film in water condition is about 45% smaller

han that in dry condition. The lower strain indicates that the liq-

id water environment could not only decrease the debonding en-

rgy of interface, but could also lead to reduction of mechanical

eformation in thin film layer in the transfer process, thus bene-

ting mechanical integrity of the thin film-enabled devices. This

ecreased strain also demonstrates the synergistic and complex

oupling effect between kinetic chemical reaction at interface and

hin film peeling mechanics, consistent with theoretical analysis in

ection 2 . 

When the thickness of Ni thin film increases, Fig. 5 (a) gives the

urther comparison of peeling strength–displacement responses

etween FE simulations and experimental results in water con-

ition, and the good agreement between them remains. Besides,

he steady-state peeling strength is lower for a larger thickness,

.e. ∼0.4 J/m 

2 for the thickness of 1300 nm versus ∼0.6 J/m 

2 for the

hickness of 300 nm. Fig. 5 (b) gives the variation of the steady-state

eeling strength with thin film thickness from simulations and ex-

eriments in both dry and water conditions. Given the same thick-

ess of films, the steady-state peeling strength is smaller in water

nvironment than that in dry environment. More importantly, from

qs. (22) and (24) , with b = 2 nm, E a 
∗ = 39k J/mol and N = 1.6/m 

2

ijayashankar et al., 2011 ), the steady-state peeling strength can be

btained in theory and is also plotted in Fig. 5 (b). These theoreti-

al predictions are consistent with both FE simulations and exper-

mental results in both dry and water environments. These experi-

ental results, FE simulations and theoretical predictions further

onfirm the steady-state peeling strength decreases as the thin

lm thickness increases. It is expected that the peeling strength

ill converge to the interfacial adhesion energy when the film

hickness is large enough, where the bending-induced plastic de-

ormation in the film can be neglected and the peeling strength

s mainly dominated by interface de-cohesion, which is consis-

ent with Eq. (21) . As a consequence, the peeling strength is equal

o the interfacial adhesion energy or interface debonding energy

 Allendorf et al., 1995; Lane, 2003 ) and they are G = 0.19 J/m 

2 in

ater condition and G = 0.81 J/m 

2 in dry condition at a peeling

ate v p = 6.7 × 10 −6 m/s, which agrees well with the theoretical
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of peeling of thin films from SiO 2 substrate among experiments, finite element analysis (FEA), and theoretical predictions in a water environment. 

(a) Experimental measurements and FEA of peeling strength-displacement responses of nickel (Ni) thin film with different thicknesses. (b) Comparison of the steady-state 

peeling strength of nickel (Ni) thin film with different thicknesses among experiments, FEA and theoretical calculations in both dry and water environments. (c) Experimental 

measurements and FEA of peeling strength-displacement responses of nickel (Ni) thin film in water condition under different peeling rates. (d) Comparison of the steady- 

state peeling strength of nickel (Ni) thin film among experiments, FEA and theoretical calculations in both dry and water environments under different peeling rates. (e) 

Experimental measurements and FEA of peeling strength-displacement responses of nickel (Ni) and copper (Cu) thin films in water condition. (f) Comparison of the steady- 

state peeling strength of nickel (Ni), copper (Cu) and palladium (Pd) thin film among experiments, FEA and theoretical calculations in both dry and water environments with 

different thin film thickness. 
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nalysis ( G = 0.22 J/m 

2 and G = 0.74 J/m 

2 in water and dry condi-

ion, respectively) from Eqs. (22) and (24) . 

Fig. 5 (c) shows the FE simulations and experiment results of

eeling strength–displacement responses at two different peel-

ng rates in the water environment, v p = 2.5 × 10 −3 m/s and

 p = 6.7 × 10 −6 m/s. The peeling angle was α = 90 °. The thickness

f Ni thin film was taken 2400 nm and the contribution of plastic

eformation in film can be neglected according to Fig. 5 (b). Note

hat when loading rates change, the CZM parameters in the FE sim-

lations are determined from separate MD simulations, as shown

n Fig. A3 and Table 2 . They are similar to those shown in Fig. 4 (a),

ith an initial increase of the peeling strength and then eventually

rrival of a stable stage. The continuous good agreement between

E simulations and experiments indicates the atomistic-continuum

E analysis can capture the rate dependent water environment-

ssisted peeling process. In addition, a higher peeling rate leads to

 higher steady-state peeling strength, which also agrees with the
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome

International Journal of Solids and Structures, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.i
heoretical analysis in Eq. (11) . Fig. 5 (d) shows the variation of the

teady-state peeling strength with the peeling rate. It further con-

rms that the steady-state peeling strength of the film decreases

s the peeling rate decreases. Similar to theoretical calculations in

ig. 5 (b), the effect of peeling rate on the peeling strength can also

e calculated in theory via Eqs. (22) and (24) , and the results agree

ith both FE simulations and experiments in both dry and water

onditions, as shown in Fig. 5 (d). When the peeling rate is suffi-

iently small, the steady-state peeling strength is constant in both

n water and dry conditions. Besides, because the plastic deforma-

ion in the thin film with thickness t = 2400 nm can be neglected,

he peeling behavior is dominated by the kinetic chemical reac-

ion controlled interfacial delamination in both two conditions, and

hese approximately constant peeling strengths are equal to the in-

rinsic adhesion energy G 0 in their corresponding environments,

s obtained in reactive MD simulations or theoretical calculations

ia Eq. (24) . We should note that in our current study, we focus
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of intrinsic interfacial adhesion energy ( G 0 ) of different metal 

separation layer from SiO 2 substrate among theoretical calculations Eqs. (23) and 

( (24) ), experimental measurements and reactive MD simulations in both water and 

dry environments. 
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on the effect of loading rate no more than 0.03 m/s, where the

penetration rate of the liquid to the fracture front is higher than

the propagation rate of the fracture front, i.e., the liquid is always

present at the fracture tip. When the peeling rate is more than

0.03 m/s, the cavitation or/and bubble could occur at the debond

tip ( Michalske and Frechette, 1980 ), leading to an incomplete con-

tact between liquid and interfacial crack tip, and the chemome-

chanics model that takes into account the vapor pressure to the

crack initiation and growth may be required ( Vlassak et al., 2005 ). 

Further, we performed peeling experiments and FE simulations

in water condition by replacing Ni films with Cu and Pd. When

Ni was replaced by either Cu or Pd, the computational settings

and implementation procedures were the same except the ReaxFF

parameters ( Psofogiannakis et al., 2015; Senftle et al., 2016 ) in

the reactive MD simulations and the CZM parameters were deter-

mined as listed in Table 1 and input FE models. Their elastoplas-

tic parameters in FE simulations were E = 128 GPa, ν = 0.36, and

σ y = 100 MPa for Cu; E = 121 GPa, ν = 0.39, and σ y = 220 MPa

for Pd Dolbow and Gosz, 1996 ). Fig. 5 (e) gives the comparison

of peeling strength–displacement curves for Ni and Cu. The thin

film thickness of both materials was 300 nm. The peeling angle

was α = 90 ° and the peeling rate was v p = 6.7 × 10 −6 m/s. A higher

peeling strength is obtained for the Cu//SiO 2 that of Ni/SiO 2 in-

terface, indicating a stronger adhesion strength for Cu/SiO 2 inter-

face. Fig. 5 (f) shows the steady-state peeling strength as a function

of film thickness for different thin film materials in water condi-

tion. Similar to that observation for Ni film in Fig. 5 (b), the steady-

state peel strength of the film decreases as the thickness of the

film increases for both Pd and Cu. Through Eqs. (22) and ( (24) ,

where M is the Cu and Pd, respectively, their corresponding the-

oretical steady-state peeling strength can be calculated and shows

good agreement with both FE simulations and experimental mea-

surements, as shown in Fig. 5 (f). In particular, when the thickness

of films is sufficiently large, and their plastic deformation can be

neglected. Besides, because the peeling rate v p = 6.7 × 10 −6 m/s is

small enough, their interface debonding energy is equal to G 0 and

can be obtained from experiments and FE simulations. They are

G 0 = 0.39 J/m 

2 for Cu/SiO 2 interface and G 0 = 0.17 J/m 

2 for Pd/SiO 2 

interface in water condition, which agrees with theoretical calcu-

lations ( G 0 = 0.34 J/m 

2 for Cu/SiO 2 interface and G 0 = 0.19 J/m 

2 for

Pd/SiO 2 interface), and reactive MD simulations ( G 0 = 0.36 J/m 

2 for

Cu/SiO 2 interface and G 0 = 0.21 J/m 

2 for Pd/SiO 2 interface). 

Fig. 6 summarizes the intrinsic interface adhesion energy G 0 

for metal (Ni, Cu and Pd) thin film on SiO 2 substrate in both dry

and water environments, and all of them agree well among reac-

tive MD simulations, theoretical calculations Eqs. (23) and ( (24) )

and experiments. Besides, our theoretical and reactive MD simula-
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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ion results agree with experimental measurements on gold (Au)

hin film on SiO 2 substrate system in both dry and wet environ-

ents ( Vijayashankar et al., 2011 ), which further validates the ro-

ustness of our proposed chemomechanics theory in Section 2 and

tomistic-continuum computational modeling in Section 3 . In ad-

ition, the adhesion energy in water environment is smaller than

hat in dry environment, which indicates that the liquid-assisted

ransfer technique could be applied to a relative broad range of in-

erfacial materials. 

In addition, we have investigated the effect of the peeling angle

n peeling strength. Fig. 7 (a) gives the FE simulations and experi-

ental results of peeling strength–displacement responses of a Ni

hin film under two peeling angles. The thin film thickness was

 = 300 nm and the peeling rate was v p = 2.5 × 10 −3 m/s. Similar to

hat in Fig. 5 , good agreement between FE simulations and experi-

ents remains. Besides, the peeling strength becomes larger when

he peeling angle is smaller. Fig. 7 (b) gives the effect of peeling an-

le on the steady-state peeling strength in water condition, further

onfirming that a smaller peeling strength at a lager peeling angle.

ore importantly, these FE simulations and experimental results

re well captured by the theoretical predictions, which further val-

dates the proposed chemomechanics theory. 

. Theoretical map of applications toward successful transfer 

f silicon membrane 

In the practical applications of transferring a functional thin

lm from a substrate, in particular a fragile functional layer, the

ransfer will not only require a success of detachment of functional

hin film from substrate, but will also not allow a severe deforma-

ion (e.g. no more than the failure limit) in the functional layer so

s to keep its as-fabricated properties such as electric and ther-

al properties. Our proposed chemomechanics theory that takes

nto account both mechanical deformation of functional thin film

nd interfacial delamination could provide a guidance for system-

tically optimizing the transfer conditions including material selec-

ion, loading rate, and environment to achieve a successful trans-

er. As an application demonstration, we took a Si nanomembrane

s a functional thin film that is often employed and designed for

train and temperature sensors deposited on the SOI wafer with

ickel as a separation layer ( Wie et al., 2018 ), referred to Fig. 1 .

he thickness of Si nanomembrane and separation layer nickel was

aken 100 nm and 600 nm, respectively. The Young’s modulus and

oisson’s ratio of Si membrane were 170 GPa and 0.3 in FE sim-

lations, respectively, and the failure strain of silicon membrane

as εf = 1% ( Khang et al., 2006 ). Assume the mismatch between Si

embrane and separation Ni layer will not affect the bending de-

ormation, with Eq. (21) , the maximum strain εmax in the Si mem-

rane/separation layer during the steady-state peeling process can

e obtained via σy ε max t − 5 σy 
2 t 

2 E + 

5 σy 
3 t 

3 E 2 ε max 
= P ( 1 − cosα) − G ( v p ) ,

nd ε max = 

K max t 
2 . When ε max < ε f , the function layer will not be

amaged and the transfer process is successful. In contrast, if εmax 

 εf , the function layer will be damaged and the transfer is failed.

Fig. 8 (a) gives a theoretical map of competition between the

aximum principle plane strain in Si nanomembrane/Ni separa-

ion layer when peeled in water condition and dry condition with

ifferent peeling velocities and angles. The theoretical map shows

hat the maximum strain in the Si nanomembrane increases with

he increasing of peeling rate and decreasing of peeling angle. For

 given peeling angle and rate, the maximum strain when peeled

n water condition is smaller than that in dry condition. Based

n the competition between εmax and εf , we can identify that a

arger peeling angle and smaller peeling rate will be favorable to

 successful transfer of the Si nanomembrane in both water and

ry conditions. In contrast, only water environment will lead to a
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. 7. Effect of peeling angle on peeling of nickel (Ni) thin films from SiO 2 substrate in water environments. (a) Experimental measurements and FEA of peeling strength- 

displacement response of nickel (Ni) thin film in water condition under different peeling angles. (b) Comparison of the steady-state peeling strength of nickel (Ni) thin film 

among experiments, FEA and theoretical calculations in water environments under different peeling angles. 

Fig. 8. Application demonstrations of chemomechanics theory for transferring silicon nanomembrane (Si-NM) in dry and water environment. Theoretical phase diagram for 

transferring silicon membrane under (a) different loading conditions and (b) materials parameters. (c) Plane strain distribution of silicon membrane/nickel (Ni) separation 

layer under representative peeling conditions. The failure strain 1% of silicon membrane is used as a standard in the plots and contours for determining success (maximum 

strain < 1%) and failure (maximum strain > 1%), and the failure region is set black in color in strain contours. 
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uccess transfer at a smaller peeling angle and larger peeling rate.

t a relatively large peeling rate but a very small peeling angle,

eeling in both water and dry conditions will lead to εmax > εf 

hich is not suggested for achieving a successful transfer. When

he peeling rate is beyond a critical value (0.03 m/s here), an in-

omplete immerse of interfacial crack tip into liquid may happen

ue to the occurrence of bubbles and cavitation that are beyond

ur current theory, as we discussed in Section 2 . As the separation

ickel layer thickness ( t ) and material properties ( σ y / E ) change,

imilar to Fig. 8 (a), a theoretical map can also be given, as shown

n Fig. 8 (b). Larger t and σ y / E will lead to ε max > ε f in both water

nd dry conditions, and as a consequence, the transfer will be suc-

essful. We will have εmax < εf in both water and dry conditions
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome
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t a very small t and σ y / E , leading to the fail of transfer; With

 proper σ y / E , we will have ε max > ε f in dry condition but εmax 

 εf in water condition, indicating the water environment will be

avorable to a successful transfer. Fig. 8 (c) shows FE results of prin-

iple plane strain distribution in the Si nanomembrane/nickel sep-

ration layer near the interface debond tip during peeling process

n both water and dry conditions, where regions are depicted in

lack color when the strain exceeds εf . The comparison indicates

hat at a higher peeling rate ( v p = 1 × 10 −3 m/s), peeling in dry

ondition will lead to damage and failure of Si nanomembrane,

hile not in water condition. With the further increasing of peel-

ng rate ( v p = 8 × 10 −3 m/s), the maximum strain εmax in both dry

nd water conditions will exceed εf , leading to failure and damage
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. A1. Mechanical deformation model of peeling a thin film from substrate. (a) 

Schematics of the configuration of thin film with mechanical bending deformation 

during a steady-state peeling process. A peeling strength P is applied to the separa- 

tion layer with a loading angle α, and the inset highlights the bending deformation 

of a unit length. (b) Bending moment – curvature relation of the thin film and its 

corresponding mechanical deformation behavior at each stage in (a). 
of Si nanomembrane, consistent well with the theoretical map in

Fig. 8 (a). Similar results can also be obtained when the peeling an-

gle changes, and a proper peeling angle is needed for a successful

peeling in either dry or water condition, which is consistent with

the theoretical analysis. With the same peeling loading, Fig. 8 (c)

shows the strain in the water environment is always smaller than

that in dry condition, which further indicates that the presence of

liquid environment benefits the transfer of functional thin films. 

6. Discussion 

In our theoretical model of chemomechanics in Section 2 , we

predict the stead-state peeling strength via the energy conserva-

tion of the peeling process via W P = W ad + W d , where the pres-

ence of liquid environment leads to the change of interfacial ad-

hesion energy W ad because of chemical reaction at the interface.

In essence, the liquid molecules will not only lead to the chem-

ical reaction between the interfacial chemical bonding, but will

also interact with the solid materials through physical capillary

force. Therefore, the change of the interfacial adhesion energy

�W ad due to the liquid environment should include both chem-

ical contribution �W ad 
che and physical contribution �W ad 

phy , i.e.

�W ad = �W ad 
che + �W ad 

phy . For most interfacial materials that ac-

tively react with liquid, such as M − O − Si in water, where M

is Ni, Cu, Pd and Au, the change of interface adhesion energy

due to the physical capillary interaction, ∼10 −3 –10 −1 J/m 

2 ( Wang

et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2017b ), is usually two orders of mag-

nitude lower than that due to the chemical interaction, ∼10 0 –

10 1 J/m 

2 ( Kook and Dauskardt, 2002 ) and can be neglected, i.e.

�W ad = �W ad 
che , which is discussed in our theoretical analysis

in Section 2 . In some scenario of film/substrate system such as

graphene/silicon system ( Rafiee et al., 2012 ), where the pres-

ence of liquid media does not display any chemical reactivity

with solid materials and only has physical vdW interactions with

solid interfaces during transfer. As a consequence, we will have

�W ad = �W ad 
phy . The presence of liquid will modify the physical

interaction via the capillary force and �W ad 
phy can be obtained

with the help of the Young’s equation by considering surface wet-

ting properties of new fractured surfaces of thin film and substrate

to liquid molecules ( Zhang et al., 2017b ). This capillary-mechanics

can also be leveraged to promote the peeling of plastic films and

inks ( Wang et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2017b ) and graphene films

( Ma et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017b ). 

7. Conclusion 

In this work, we have developed a comprehensive chemome-

chanics theory for transfer printing of thin films in a liquid en-

vironment. In this theory, both kinetic chemical reaction of solid

and liquid induced interfacial debonding and mechanical deforma-

tion of thin film are taken into account and coupled seamlessly to

predict a rate dependent peeling force at the steady-state peeling

process. The theoretical analysis shows that the presence of liquid

medium will weaken the interfacial energy and promotes the in-

terfacial debonding process with a lower peeling strength in com-

parison with that in dry conditions. We have further conducted

reactive molecular dynamics simulations by using ReaxFF reactive

force field, and the obtained intrinsic interfacial energy agrees well

with theoretical predictions. The debonding information includ-

ing intrinsic interfacial energy and traction-separation relation at

the atomistic scale is integrated with cohesive zone model at the

continuum scale and is implemented into the finite element (FE)

model for multiscale simulations. An atomistic-continuum multi-

scale modeling framework is established for simulating the entire

liquid-assisted peeling process. In parallel, the peeling experiments
Please cite this article as: Y. Zhang, B. Kim and Y. Gao et al., Chemome

International Journal of Solids and Structures, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.i
re performed on three different separation layer metal materi-

ls, Ni, Cu and Pd in both water and dry conditions under a se-

ies of peeling rate, peeling angles, and thickness of metals. The

xperimental measurements show excellent agreement with both

heoretical predictions and FE analysis, and validate the proposed

hemomechanics theory and established atomistic-continuum FE

odeling. Besides, the FE analysis shows that the liquid-assisted

ransfer will lead to a lower stress/strain distribution in thin film

nd will benefit the enhancement of transfer yield of thin films

ith a reduced mechanical deformation. In addition, all analyses

how that the peeling strength at the steady state decreases with

he increasing of both thin film thickness and peeling angle, but

ncreases with the increasing of peeling rate. Phase diagrams of

ransferring a Si nanomembrane are given to highlight the compe-

ition between mechanical deformation of functional thin films and

he interfacial delamination during transfer process and to help

ptimize the peeling conditions of transferring of functional films

n practical applications. Extended discussion on the effect of sur-

ace wettability on interfacial delamination due to the presence of

iquid is also presented, and the analysis on its competition with

hemical reaction-induced driving force demonstrates their unique

pplications in transferring of different film/substrate system. The

resent study is expected to provide an immediate guidance for

echanical peeling and transferring of functional thin film materi-

ls from various growth substrates to target substrates to meet the

eeds in the fabrication of thin film enabled devices, where the

iquid could be employed to tune the peeling strength and pro-

ote the interfacial delamination. 
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ppendix A. Bending moment-curvature relation of thin film 

uring peeling 

In most flexible devices, the sacrificial thin film layer such as

ickel, copper and gold is ductile materials and the elastic tension

eformation during peeling experiment is very small and can be

eglected ( Kendall, 1975 ). Here we will focus on the bending defor-

ation of thin film. Fig. A.1 (a) illustrates the deformation configu-

ation of thin film under a steady state peeling process, where the

hin film with thickness t is peeled off from a flat rigid substrate

y an external peeling strength P with a loading angle α, and P is

efined as the peeling force per unit width. For a steady-state peel-
chanics of transfer printing of thin films in a liquid environment, 
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Fig. A2. (a) Variation of the system potential energy and (b) Interfacial traction stress with separation distance in both dry and water conditions for material of thin film 

copper (Cu). (c) Variation of the system potential energy and (d) Interfacial traction stress with separation distance in both dry and water conditions for material of thin 

film palladium (Pd). 

Fig. A3. (a) Variation of the system potential energy and (b) Interfacial traction stress with separation distance for Ni thin film in dry condition at different loading rates. 

(c) Variation of the system potential energy and (d) Interfacial traction stress with separation distance for Ni thin film in water condition at different loading rates. 
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ing, the thin film has a constant shape and it will not change with

peeling time ( Kim and Kim, 1988 ). Based on our previous work

( Wie et al., 2018 ), the relationship between local bending moment

and curvature can be calculated via M(K) = − ∫ 
t 
2 

− t 
2 

σ { ε} · y · dy =

−∫ 
t 
2 

− t 
2 

σ { −Ky } · y · dy , where y is the local coordinate in the tangent

direction, and σ and ε are the local normal stress and strain, re-

spectively. Consider an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive relation

for the bending deformation of thin film ( Kim and Aravas, 1988;

Wei, 2004 ), as illustrated in Fig. A.1 (b), and define, E and σ y are

the Young’s modulus and yield stress of the thin film, respectively,

at 0 ≤ K ≤ 2 σy 

Et , the local thin film at OA section is in elastic defor-

mation and the bending moment is 

M 1 ( K ) = −
∫ t 

2 

− t 
2 

E ( −Ky ) ydy (A.1)

At 
2 σy 

Et < K < K max , the plastic deformation will happen at AB

section of film, where K max is the maximum curvature in the thin

film. As a consequence, the corresponding bending moment is 

M 2 ( K ) = −
∫ − σy 

EK 

− t 
2 

σy ydy −
∫ σy 

EK 

− σy 
EK 

E ( −Ky ) ydy −
∫ t 

2 

σy 
EK 

σy ydy (A.2)

Beyond K max , the unloading elastic deformation in the peeled

films will happen, and at K max − 4 σy 

Et ≤ K ≤ K max , the bending mo-

ment at BC section of thin film can be calculated as 

M 3 ( K ) = −
∫ − σy 

E K max 

− t 
2 

[ σy − E ( −K max y + Ky ) ] ydy −
∫ σy 

E K max 

− σy 
E K max 

E ( −Ky ) yd

−
∫ t 

2 

σy 
E K max 

[ σy − E ( −K max y + Ky ) ] ydy (A.3

Further, at 0 ≤ K ≤ K max − 4 σy 

ET , the moment of reverse plastic

bending at CD section of thin film can be calculated as 

M 4 ( K ) = −
∫ σy 

E K max 

− σy 
E K max 

E ( −Ky ) ydy − 2 

∫ − σy 
E K max 

− 2 σy 
E ( K max −K ) 

× [ σy − E ( −K max y + Ky ) ] ydy − 2 

∫ − 2 σy 
E ( K max −K ) 

− t 
2 

σy ydy (A.4)
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